Drummond Castle Papingo 2018
Drummond Castle Papingo was held on a wonderfully warm and sunny day on
Saturday 23rd June. The pole was hit several times but only a strike on the ‘Doo’
counts although it does show that people were coming very close. The new rules were
being applied this year i.e. we were counting the number of hits rather than just the
first to hit it. However there were only two hits on the ‘Doo’ with Brian Boyd
winning the Drummond Castle Arrow as the first to hit it with Jim Bilby coming
second on the only other hit of the day. The following pictures give a flavour of what
was a great day’s shooting at this lovely venue.

Brian Boyd takes aim

And Wins the Drummond Arrow!

Jim Bilby came second with the only other hit

Jim lining up his shot

The prizes for the day were awarded by Jamie Fraser from the Royal Company of
Archers who joined us for the days shooting.

Ice Cream was a big attraction on the sunny day

For the adults as well!

Arkley shows some style

As does John Shields

And Scott Kendal (sort of)

A study in concentration
from Zoe Moore

And from Olivia Kendal

As well as Grant Mclellan

Davie Gillon tried hard

Ned O’Neil tried as well

Jamie Fraser of the RCA tried
for the first time!

Rosemary narrowly misses

So did Natasha

While Stuart Wilson proves that experience is
no advantage at this game!

Rosemary, Eileen & Joyce taking it easy

Last year’s winner Bruce
Mclellan misses as well

Jim & Arkley look on

As are Scott & Arkley

All in all another excellent day up at Drummond Castle. We posed for several
photographs with tourists from all over Britain and the Continent, none of whom had
ever seen this type of archery before but they gave us a cheer and applause when the
‘Doo was Dinged Doun’. Well Done to Brian and Jim!
Stuart Wilson
June 23rd 2018

